The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2010
Olympia Campus - Transfer Students
What do you plan to do after you graduate?
New students were asked in an open‐ended question what they planned to do after graduation. Responses from
transfer students were categorized and are summarized below. The most common response was Job/Internship
(58%); followed by Further Studies (34%); and Service to the local, regional, or global community (12%). Category
details are summarized on the next page and individual comments are listed by category on the subsequent pages.
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What do you plan to do after you graduate? (categories not mutually exclusive)
Transfer students (N=344)
N
%
Job or Internship
199
57.8%
Start Business or Self‐Employment
33
9.6%
State or Federal Government
21
6.1%
Non‐Profit Organization
8
2.3%
Further Studies
122
35.5%
Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community
40
11.6%
Travel
34
9.9%
Creative Endeavors
17
4.9%
Live, Be Happy
12
3.5%
Improve Life Situation
11
3.2%
Volunteer
11
3.2%
Volunteer for a Public Service Organization
9
2.6%
Move
5
1.5%
Start a Family
4
1.2%
Other
7
2.0%
Unknown
32
9.3%
Numbers do not include new transfer students who did not respond to question.
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The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2010
Olympia Campus - Transfer Students
What do you plan to do after you graduate: Job or Internship
Of the transfer student respondents who indicated they wanted to get a job or internship, 17% indicated they
wanted to become self‐employed or start a business. Eleven percent indicated they wanted to work for federal or
state government and 4% mentioned working for a non‐profit.
What do you plan to do after you graduate: Job or Internship
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Students who indicated they planned to get a job after graduation (categories not mutually exclusive)
Transfer students (N=199)
N
%
Start Business or Self‐Employment
33
16.6%
State or Federal Government
21
10.6%
Non‐Profit Organization
8
4.0%
Numbers include only students who indicated they planned to seek employment after graduation.
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The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2010
Olympia Campus - Transfer Students
The individual comments that were included in each category are detailed below. Some students had comments
that fit within multiple categories and may be listed more than once. Comments have been redacted to protect
individual respondents' identities.
Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included
[Get a master's degree] then start a [school with a faith‐based program] that prepares activists and agents of social change,
maybe a [doctorate] too.
acupunture or psychology open a wellness center
Advance into a coaching position at a 4‐yr university and eventually be an athletic director
After I graduate college I plan to start my career so I can provide for my family. I have [a family] and it is important for them
to see me get my college degree and succeed in the world for them. // Make more money to help contribute to my family. by
having a career as soon as I can.
After I graduate I would like to be able to open a business that would allow me to sell and create my art.
Anything history related. Museum work would be nice, maybe writing, any state historian aide position.
Apply knowedge gained in a new career field
Apply to graduate school or volun. physician's assistant program
Apply to the MIT program at Evergreen. My goal is to teach at the elementary level (preferably k‐2).
attend a graduate school and attempt to get an internship for some kind of chemical distribution firm.
Attend Graduate School, UW or Pacific U, in a pharmacy program to become a pharmacist
Be a good dad and make ends meet hopefully doing meaningful broadscale design work...and riding bikes.
Be gainfully employed in a career that is rewarding, personally satisfying, and contribute to the community at large.
Become a Sign Language Interpreter
Become gainfully employed while exploring a masters degree.
Become the most fabulous social worker and help many families function better in the community.
Begin a career in social work, spend time a nonprofit organizations.
Begin work within field of interest
begin working and persue Phd degree.
Bring Yoga to schools. Be an ESL teaching, Help spanish speaking ppl
city planning or land planning
Continue going to school for a masters and work as a therapist.
Continue my current job while looking for other work in journalism part‐time transitioning to full time when available.
Continue to become more educated in my field. // Pursue grad level work and schooling in Music Therapy
Continue with advanced degrees and research
Continue with my business, but changing its model slightly.
continue working in the field of early childhood education.
Continue Working, developing professionally
Depending on the state of the economy, as well as the accessibility of state jobs, I may or may not apply for a position with
the DNR or other places where environmental studies and geology principles may apply. I am also considering Ameri Corps.
Develop a personal Healing practice involving bodywork and movement therapies.
Don't know yet. Would like to be a writer, or an activist perhaps.
Either continue towards a Masters degree or obtain a career for several years before going back for my Masters. It all
depends on the job market in two years!
Either Teach or come back for the Master In Teaching program
Environmental or Education Policy Reform
Farm
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
Farm and teach ecstatic dance. Sell crafts that I and my friends make under a collective business plan.
Find a career I enjoy and presue it. Start a family and adopt a child. Make a change for the positive in the world. Persue
further education as well.
Find a good challenging job in place with computers
find a good job
Find a job that I can do well, and after saving enough funds, start my own business.
Find a job working towards a strong local food system, better food access and bettering public health
Find a state job. Perhaps entry level social work type job. Maybe even work for a non‐profit.
Get a better paying job. Use the education to help me succeed in life!
Get a job
Get a job and travel
Get a job at some sort of publication as a writer or photographer
Get a job either in Parks Law Enforcement or some sort of science related field
Get a job in a lab or for the state or go to graduate school.
Get a job in social services or activism
Get a job in the field of Environmental Health, then continue my studies to earn a Master's degree.
Get a job in the film/video industry. // get a job in the film/video production field as an editor, camera person, or producer
Get a job or get my Master's.
Get a job relating to my field.
get a job working outside as much as possible. maybe take time off first before settling down or going through more school
Get a job, live, figure the rest out as I spend time at Evergreen
Get a job.
Get into either a supply chain management masters program or international law‐business joint program (hopefully at a
school outside of the US). If I could snag a job that'd pay for me to do either of those that'd be fantastic, but one can only
dream.
Get into the M.I.T. program and then get a teaching job.
get into the MSW program at UW‐Tacoma and work in the field of social work. I want to help others.
Get my masters or continue in the photography field
Getting a job of my choice. NEVER bartending again! TRAVEL!!
Go into a career!
Go into public administration
Go into teaching
Go on to get my masters and pursue a career.
Go to graduate school, get a job at [a biotech company]
Go to law school and work in immigration law.
Have a job in place to utilize my new skills‐ become a valuable part of my community give back to what has been given to me.
// have my own forensics team
Have my own art exhibition and work in a gallery full/part time.
Help trauma/PTSD individuals using alternative energy‐based methods. The Master of Psychology is to support safe treatment
and allow licensure. In addition, the energy‐based methods are also to help anyone remove blocks to success, emotional
stresses, inappropriate core beliefes, fears, phobias etc. It is rather like emotional accupressure. The list is almost endless.
Hopefully Evergreen will help me discover exactly how to blend all of my interests and talents into a specific career.
Hopefully get a job or start a small business, if not then continue education.
Hopefully travel and volunteer to gain more knowledge and experience in my field. Then working hard to apply my expertise
and pay off student loans as quickly as possible! Once I am relieved of my education debts, I will begin to explore to
possibilities of running my own business.
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
Hopefully, I will learn enough about both research and grantwriting to bring massage therapy to underserved populations in
need. I also look forward to contributing to the research on massage therapy. The field is in great need of clinical studies and
other research, and I hope to learn the skills to add to that.
Human rights advocacy, international politics and law
Human Science.
I am hoping to obtain a double Bachelors. I plan on continuing my work at [state bureau] and would eventually like to teach or
instruct. I will continue my involvement with [youth organization].
I am unsure, but I belive I would like to become a councelor....I would like to help people heal, and help them learn how to
heal themselves
I have no idea. I want to spend time in another country, I want to teach, I want to be a community organizer, and I want to go
to grad school.
I hope someday to open my own recording studio/record label
I hope to gain a job for the government or a tribal job. I want to eventually learn [native language at a state university] and
work for [native corporation out of state.]
I hope to have a career related to one of my interests, like photography, environmental science, or theater.
I hope to work as a farmer and encourage people to do similar so as to combat the industrial food system.
I intend to seek my Masters in Architecture after or while working in the Architecture field for some time. My eventual goal is
to have my own firm and to do mostly government contract work on public works projects (train/mass transit stations,
libraries,
I plan on applying to graduate school for my Masters in Clinical Psychology, and finding work in the community where I am
involved with an at‐risk population.
I plan on becoming the best teacher I can possibly be. My goal is to reach out to those students that are off track of
graduating that need the assistance and time to get them back on track. And hopefully coach for a varsity team or junior
varsity and wor
I plan on continuing to work at [my current job] // Continue to work at [educational institution] Perhaps in another field
perhaps not :‐)
I plan on getting a Master's degree, then becoming a counselor for sexual minorities.
I plan on getting into a career with ecology, either in the private sector or with the state.
I plan on using my degree to teach art in a positive, creative and fun environment. I also plan on helping my boyfriend create
a self‐sustainable house and land.
I plan to be a more informed and pre individual with more job opportunities
I plan to be in a good career. Something respectable. And to have a great future for my son and I.
I plan to become a forest manager for the state of Washington.
I plan to continue on the path to employment with certain federal intelligence agencies.
I plan to continue to study for a masters degree in agriculture and then work internationally doing agricultural extension and
food security work.
I plan to divide my time among art, music, and botany. I would like to go to graduate school, but I think that, after working
and going to school for seven years, I might want to take a little time off.
I plan to find a steady job possibly with the government in forestry or surveying.
I plan to get a career in the field I choose, start a band, make a family, and be happy.
I plan to get a job focused on what I went to college for and get a job that offers financial stability.
mammalogy would suffice just fine. After my masters, I hope to work along side a professor until I get my PhD. At which time I
would like to work in the field gathering information for conservation. I would also like to do forensic entomology, perhaps
"on the side".
I plan to pursue a full‐time position in ecology or conservation.
I plan to travel throughout every continent either working with youth groups in recreational activities or with an
environmental group
I plan to travel, begin Graduate School, possibly become a Senator.
I plan to work for the government in an effort to better my country and my family.
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
I plan to work with non‐profits while I build up a private practice.
I think the obvious answer is to become a college instructor, but who knows what the future beholds
I want to become a teacher or school administrator.
I want to either go to graduate school or be working in a field that allows me to be creative and intellectually stimulated.
I want to get a career in interpreting for english, spanish, and sign language
I want to get a job as a writer or some place that I can channel my energy towards while I work on getting my BFA // I don't
know yet, I plan on going on to graduate school but I have no clue what my field or job will be yet
I want to get a job that i enjoy helping build policies to protect our environment. I also want to make studies and experiments
on our environment.
I want to not have to work at a 9‐5
I will find a job that I love doing everyday. If I am doing work that I have a passion for then I will work until I am in the grave.
Most people look at retirement as a goal I don't want to retire. I want to work until I am told that I can't anymore. I know I will
find a job in my field " failure is not an option"
I would like to become a social worker for the state.
If plausible, continue on to earn my masters degree..if that is not financially possible, than I would at least like to be able to
move toward a more fulfilling profession than the one I am currently in.
I'm hoping to move onward and upward to be a teacher and be an adult
I'm not really sure right now, I'm thinking of continuing on to get my Master's Degree, if that doesn't work out I'll probably
start working on trying to get my ideas for work started.
Join the Peace Corps and work in small farm management. I then want to work in the USDA to promote organic and
sustainable agriculture, including destroying feedlot livestock, fossil fuel, and monoculture farming.
KEEP WORKING
Most likely continue my education and see if I can start working in the career field I'm interested in.
Move to california and start a business. Travel the world.
Not sure yet, either join the workforce, or graduate school.
Not sure. Either work, pursue more education, or pretty much anything. I have absolutely no idea.
Obtain emp. in my field of study.
Obtaining a job in theraputic recreation
Open a nature based preschool
Open and operate a farm/table restarant art house collective
Open business or get a better job
Open my own business
Open numerous businesses to revitalize the earth and support a permaculture institute
Open up a herb cafe where people can come in and by their teas in bulk or by the pot and have local sustainable food to offer
as well.
Park ranger or other environmental job.
Perform and teach dance and theatre
Probably start and/or work for a non‐profit organization. Live in a sustainable urban co‐housing community. Maybe go to
graduate school at some point.
Pursue a career in film and writing.
Pursue a career in law
Return to work // Secure full time employment and medical insurance
Seek employment and join the rat race.
Short term internship then grad school
Something fun ex: cruse ship, airline steward or peace corps. After that maybe work at a non‐profit or start to contribute and
make $$$s
Start a business
Start a Business and put the world on my back!
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
Start a business or become gainfully employed
start a career
Start a career as a photojournalist working for newspapers, magazines, wire services etc. If necessary pursue a masters
degree and maybe a doctorate.
Start a career based of my degree focus
Start a career in environmental sustainability
Start and grow a successful business.
Start my own business in design engineering [...] in conjunction with local code in various municipalities.
Start my own business.
Study animals, Travel, Make art, work on saving up for my own commune
teach 2nd grade! // Teach in an elementary school
Teach and speak on education styles and ways to implement them into the lived of every child. I plan to make learners out of
teachers and hope they then can become educators in the class room.
teach at an art museum
Teach ELL and ABE.
Teach High School English.
Teach High School History
Teach middle school
Teach middle school math
Teach social studies‐science, or less broad. I also maintain an interest in school counseling, or working within the community
as a child welfare advocate.
teach!
Transfer to a graduate program, receive a MS in counseling and help our Veterans with PTSD and/or depression/personality
disorders.
Transfer to masters program elsewhere. Eventually, biological or ecological fieldwork. // not sure. Probably D.N.R. or
D.F.&W.. Maybe graduate school
Transfer to the [state university] for my MSW. From there a job with [Native social services agency].
Travel and farm.
Travel and hopeful get a job that I love
Travel for a few years, then become an English teacher for upper level high school.
Travel for one year before working full time. volunteer abriad.
Travel, nature connection work
Travel, volunteer, work, live.
Travel, work, explore...
try to get a job from a college or a school to help international students with living in the US or their academic decisions.
undecided. probably get a job on a fiber farm, or find somewhere to develop my art more.
Unknown ‐ maybe work in the field of my Bachelor's Degree or continue with post educational studies.
Unsure. Maybe getting a job with the tribe or [corrections].
Use my degree, and the knowledge from the fields Ive studies, to get a job with Noah, or a Zoo, or a Animal Conservation
nonprofit (snowleopards, african wild dogs, etc). Ideally I would be contributing to the community and to a animal species
survival. Working w local communities to further conservation work is very important to me.
Well.. I'm hoping to apply to competitive professional schools that will aid me in my goal of becoming a well rounded
performer.
Will be a Geriatric Care Manager
Work
Work @ a non‐profit, educational or other human service related agency/ office. Write books. Pursue masters. Open my own
agency. Teach adults.
work a couple of years as a paramedic, hopefully with the peace core, before continuing on to medical/graduate school.
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
work as a librarian
Work as a vocational rehab counselor then in the future start my own worker advocacy business. // Work in a specific field to
build towards my own business.
Work as an interpretar for the deaf.
Work for an established institution such as the USDA to work as a field/laboratory botanist. After several years of work I plan
to invest my capitol as well as open my own business (likely environmentally oriented). // Work for the USDA Forest service
Work for the Park Service
Work in a field with a cultural focus
work in a social service related field
Work in computer‐related business
Work in local or state government, possibly in the education setting. // Work in government to make changes for the better of
the community
Work in sustainable organic food production
work in the field of my degree for a few years then return to school to get a masters // Get a job in sciences. Grad school.
Work in the field that I choose, hopefully, and eventually become a college professor.
work in the music and live/film acting industries, possibly eventually start my own production business or recording studio.
Work on promoting with in my job with the State of Washington.
Work or be a stay at home parent
Work outdoor goods retail until my freelance nature photography business gets to the point where I can pursue it full time.
Work, Apply for MPA program // Work in management position with the company I was previously employed.
Work, family, buy a house
Job or Internship: Start Business or Self‐Employment
[Get a master's degree] then start a [school with a faith‐based program] that prepares activists and agents of social change,
maybe a [doctorate] too.
acupunture or psychology open a wellness center
After I graduate I would like to be able to open a business that would allow me to sell and create my art.
Continue with my business, but changing its model slightly.
Develop a personal Healing practice involving bodywork and movement therapies.
Farm and teach ecstatic dance. Sell crafts that I and my friends make under a collective business plan.
Find a job that I can do well, and after saving enough funds, start my own business.
Hopefully get a job or start a small business, if not then continue education.
Hopefully travel and volunteer to gain more knowledge and experience in my field. Then working hard to apply my expertise
and pay off student loans as quickly as possible! Once I am relieved of my education debts, I will begin to explore to
possibilities of running my own business.
Hopefully, I will learn enough about both research and grantwriting to bring massage therapy to underserved populations in
need. I also look forward to contributing to the research on massage therapy. The field is in great need of clinical studies and
other research, and I hope to learn the skills to add to that.
I hope someday to open my own recording studio/record label
I intend to seek my Masters in Architecture after or while working in the Architecture field for some time. My eventual goal is
to have my own firm and to do mostly government contract work on public works projects (train/mass transit stations,
libraries, schools etc...)
I plan to work with non‐profits while I build up a private practice.
Move to california and start a business. Travel the world.
Open a nature based preschool
Open and operate a farm/table restarant art house collective
Open business or get a better job
Open my own business [n=3]
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Job or Internship: Start Business or Self‐Employment (continued)
Open numerous businesses to revitalize the earth and support a permaculture institute
Open up a herb cafe where people can come in and by their teas in bulk or by the pot and have local sustainable food to offer
as well.
Probably start and/or work for a non‐profit organization. Live in a sustainable urban co‐housing community. Maybe go to
graduate school at some point.
Start a Business and put the world on my back!
Start a business or become gainfully employed
Start and grow a successful business.
Start my own business in design engineering [...] in conjunction with local code in various municipalities.
Travel and study traditional forms of agriculture. Then translate this knowledge into the designing of models that can be used
to make commercial agriculture more sustainable for modern society.
Work @ a non‐profit, educational or other human service related agency/ office. Write books. Pursue masters. Open my own
agency. Teach adults.
Work as a vocational rehab counselor then in the future start my own worker advocacy business. // Work in a specific field to
build towards my own business.
Work for an established institution such as the USDA to work as a field/laboratory botanist. After several years of work I plan
to invest my capitol as well as open my own business (likely environmentally oriented). // Work for the USDA Forest service
work in the music and live/film acting industries, possibly eventually start my own production business or recording studio.
Work outdoor goods retail until my freelance nature photography business gets to the point where I can pursue it full time.
Job or Internship: State or Federal Government
Depending on the state of the economy, as well as the accessibility of state jobs, I may or may not apply for a position with
the DNR or other places where environmental studies and geology principles may apply. I am also considering Ameri Corps.
Find a state job. Perhaps entry level social work type job. Maybe even work for a non‐profit.
Get a job either in Parks Law Enforcement or some sort of science related field
Get a job in a lab or for the state or go to graduate school.
I am hoping to obtain a double Bachelors. I plan on continuing my work at [state bureau] and would eventually like to teach or
instruct. I will continue my involvement with [youth organization].
I hope to gain a job for the government or a tribal job. I want to eventually learn [native language at a state university] and
work for [native corporation out of state.]
I plan on getting into a career with ecology, either in the private sector or with the state.
I plan to become a forest manager for the state of Washington.
I plan to continue on the path to employment with certain federal intelligence agencies.
I plan to find a steady job possibly with the government in forestry or surveying.
I plan to travel, begin Graduate School, possibly become a Senator.
I plan to work for the government in an effort to better my country and my family.
I want to get a job that i enjoy helping build policies to protect our environment. I also want to make studies and experiments
on our environment.
I would like to become a social worker for the state.
Join the Peace Corps and work in small farm management. I then want to work in the USDA to promote organic and
sustainable agriculture, including destroying feedlot livestock, fossil fuel, and monoculture farming.
Park ranger or other environmental job.
Transfer to the [state university] for my MSW. From there a job with [Native social services agency].
Work for an established institution such as the USDA to work as a field/laboratory botanist. After several years of work I plan
to invest my capitol as well as open my own business (likely environmentally oriented). // Work for the USDA Forest service
Work for the Park Service
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Job or Internship: State or Federal Government(continued)
Work in local or state government, possibly in the education setting. // Work in government to make changes for the better of
the community
Work on promoting with in my job with the State of Washington.
Working in government or non‐profit organizations. ‐possibly spending time in Americorps or Peacecorps directly after
college
Job or Internship: Non‐Profit Organization
Begin a career in social work, spend time a nonprofit organizations.
Find a state job. Perhaps entry level social work type job. Maybe even work for a non‐profit.
Go into public administration
graduate school at some point.
Something fun ex: cruse ship, airline steward or peace corps. After that maybe work at a non‐profit or start to contribute and
make $$$s
Use my degree, and the knowledge from the fields Ive studies, to get a job with Noah, or a Zoo, or a Animal Conservation
nonprofit (snowleopards, african wild dogs, etc). Ideally I would be contributing to the community and to a animal species
survival. Working w local communities to further conservation work is very important to me.
Work @ a non‐profit, educational or other human service related agency/ office. Write books. Pursue masters. Open my own
agency. Teach adults.
Working in government or non‐profit organizations. ‐possibly spending time in Americorps or Peacecorps directly after
college
Further Studies
[Get a master's degree] then start a [school with a faith‐based program] that prepares activists and agents of social change,
maybe a [doctorate] too.
After Evergreen, graduate school. After that, travel, but not sure.
After getting my BA from Evergreen, I want to attend Antioch University and complete their masters in art therapy program.
After I graduate, I plan on getting a masters through the MIT program.
Apply for DGA training program and various graduate film schools.
Apply for graduate schools in the field of clinical psychology,
apply to graduate school
Apply to graduate school or volun. physician's assistant program
Apply to the MIT program at Evergreen. My goal is to teach at the elementary level (preferably k‐2).
attend a graduate school and attempt to get an internship for some kind of chemical distribution firm.
Attend a Master's program, and eventually achieve a doctorate
Attend Graduate School to pursue a Master's Degree.
Attend Graduate School, UW or Pacific U, in a pharmacy program to become a pharmacist
Attend graduate school.
Become gainfully employed while exploring a masters degree.
begin working and persue Phd degree.
Continue going to school for a masters and work as a therapist.
Continue into Graduate school; teach; write. // Either teach at university level or apply to Rabbinical school
Continue my Education elsewhere.
Continue my studies in a graduate program at another school, hopefully abroad. I plan on using my skills that Evergreen has
supplied in life and future studies.
Continue on to a doctorate from evergreen or elsewhere
Continue on to get a Masters Degree.
Continue on to get my Master's Degree.
Continue onto my masters or go [overseas] to get another degree.
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Further Studies (continued)
Continue to become more educated in my field. // Pursue grad level work and schooling in Music Therapy
Continue to get my Master's Degree
continue to go to school.
continue to graduate school
Continue with advanced degrees and research
Culinary School
Depending on my exact career choice, I will continue my education towards a master degree.
Earn my masters
Either continue towards a Masters degree or obtain a career for several years before going back for my Masters. It all
depends on the job market in two years!
Either Teach or come back for the Master In Teaching program
Enroll in master's program.
Find a career I enjoy and presue it. Start a family and adopt a child. Make a change for the positive in the world. Persue
further education as well.
Get a doctorate in some science or mathematics OR go to law school
Get a job in a lab or for the state or go to graduate school.
Get a job in the field of Environmental Health, then continue my studies to earn a Master's degree.
Get a job or get my Master's.
get a job working outside as much as possible. maybe take time off first before settling down or going through more school
Get into either a supply chain management masters program or international law‐business joint program (hopefully at a
school outside of the US). If I could snag a job that'd pay for me to do either of those that'd be fantastic, but one can only
dream.
Get into the M.I.T. program and then get a teaching job.
get into the MSW program at UW‐Tacoma and work in the field of social work. I want to help others.
Get my MA
Get my masters or continue in the photography field
Go on to get my masters and pursue a career.
Go on to obtaining my Master's Degree and providing a life for my daughter that I know she deserves.
Go to film school to master in filmmaking, specifically, cimematography
Go to graduate school, get a job at [a biotech company]
Go to law school and work in immigration law.
Go to law school.
Graduate Program
Graduate School [n=7]
Graduate school, travel abroad
Help trauma/PTSD individuals using alternative energy‐based methods. The Master of Psychology is to support safe treatment
and allow licensure. In addition, the energy‐based methods are also to help anyone remove blocks to success, emotional
stresses, inappropriate core beliefes, fears, phobias etc. It is rather like emotional accupressure. The list is almost endless.
Hopefully be accepted into an M.D. or M.D. PHD program for a neuroscience related field.
hopefully extended field study
Hopefully get a job or start a small business, if not then continue education.
I have no idea. I want to spend time in another country, I want to teach, I want to be a community organizer, and I want to go
to grad school.
I haven't decided if I will go to law school or some other graduate program.
I intend to seek my Masters in Architecture after or while working in the Architecture field for some time. My eventual goal is
to have my own firm and to do mostly government contract work on public works projects (train/mass transit stations,
libraries, schools etc...)
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Further Studies (continued)
I plan on applying to graduate school for my Masters in Clinical Psychology, and finding work in the community where I am
involved with an at‐risk population.
I plan on getting a Master's degree, then becoming a counselor for sexual minorities.
I plan on going to graduate school and studying psychotherapy. I would like to get a doctorates in pschotherapy etc.
I plan on joining the peace corps for 2‐4 years then furthering my education by getting a Masters in Environmental Studies.
I plan to attend graduate school in Near Eastern studies or Library Sciences.
I plan to attend graduate school in pursuit of a doctorate.
I plan to attend graduate school to further my education in foreign affairs.
I plan to continue to study for a masters degree in agriculture and then work internationally doing agricultural extension and
food security work.
I plan to divide my time among art, music, and botany. I would like to go to graduate school, but I think that, after working
and going to school for seven years, I might want to take a little time off.
I plan to either join the Peace Corps teaching overseas or join Teach for America. I then plan to pursue my Doctorate in [social
sciences] so I may contribute to the development of multicultural pedagogy.
I plan to go directly to grad school. I will be focusing more specifically on a family or order, hopefully in entomology but
mammalogy would suffice just fine. After my masters, I hope to work along side a professor until I get my PhD. At which time I
would like to work in the field gathering information for conservation. I would also like to do forensic entomology, perhaps
"on the side".
I plan to go to graduate school after receiving my BA, and I also plan on submitting a novel for publication as well as having
screenplays produced.
I plan to travel, begin Graduate School, possibly become a Senator.
I want to either go to graduate school or be working in a field that allows me to be creative and intellectually stimulated.
I want to get a job as a writer or some place that I can channel my energy towards while I work on getting my BFA // I don't
know yet, I plan on going on to graduate school but I have no clue what my field or job will be yet
I would like to attempt an MFA in Creative Writing. Also, I would like to pursue a PhD in Comparative Literature.
Ideally, go on to either a Masters or Doctoral program.
If plausible, continue on to earn my masters degree..if that is not financially possible, than I would at least like to be able to
move toward a more fulfilling profession than the one I am currently in.
I'm not really sure right now, I'm thinking of continuing on to get my Master's Degree, if that doesn't work out I'll probably
start working on trying to get my ideas for work started.
Law school for environmental law.
Masters (maybe PHD) is psychology perhaps eventually medical school
Master's degree [n=4]
Masters or Law degree
Master's Program
Most likely attend graduate school to get a Masters in Psychology.
Most likely continue my education and see if I can start working in the career field I'm interested in.
Move and continue education
Move to Europe and continue Post secondary Education there, and intercultural studies.
My plan is to get a Masters in Fine Art so that I can teach at the college level while selling art through one or more top level
galleries.
Not sure yet, either join the workforce, or graduate school.
Not sure. Either work, pursue more education, or pretty much anything. I have absolutely no idea.
Not sure. I see myself doing one of two things (although I am aware that new paths may reveal themselves along the way):
working for a bit to save money to travel Europe, Africa, and SE Asia; or immediately continuing on to earn a masters at
[graduate school].
Obtain my PhD.
Probably start and/or work for a non‐profit organization. Live in a sustainable urban co‐housing community. Maybe go to
graduate school at some point.
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Further Studies (continued)
Short term internship then grad school
Start a career as a photojournalist working for newspapers, magazines, wire services etc. If necessary pursue a masters
degree and maybe a doctorate.
Study abroad/ Travel
Transfer to a graduate program, receive a MS in counseling and help our Veterans with PTSD and/or depression/personality
disorders.
Transfer to masters program elsewhere. Eventually, biological or ecological fieldwork. // not sure. Probably D.N.R. or
D.F.&W.. Maybe graduate school
Transfer to the [state university] for my MSW. From there a job with [Native social services agency].
transfer to University of Washington for a masters program
Travel to Russia, perhaps study there
Uncertain at this time. But two options are to return to my home state of California, or to continue at TESC for a Masters
Degree.
Unknown ‐ maybe work in the field of my Bachelor's Degree or continue with post educational studies.
Well I am not entirely sure, but I am thinking about getting a teaching certification after I get my bachelors degree
Work @ a non‐profit, educational or other human service related agency/ office. Write books. Pursue masters. Open my own
agency. Teach adults.
work a couple of years as a paramedic, hopefully with the peace core, before continuing on to medical/graduate school.
work in the field of my degree for a few years then return to school to get a masters // Get a job in sciences. Grad school.
Work on my master's portfolio for a year then turn it in to a really good school
Work, Apply for MPA program // Work in management position with the company I was previously employed.
Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community
Apply the knowledge I've obtained during the course of my academic career. Make contribution of my talent, time and
resources to the community. Help inspire others to acheive personal success academically, emotionally, financially and
relationally.
Be gainfully employed in a career that is rewarding, personally satisfying, and contribute to the community at large.
Become the most fabulous social worker and help many families function better in the community.
Change the way people view children, and developmental delays
Change the world! Write books, research, help people & planet
Change the world.
Community outreach.
Don't know yet. Would like to be a writer, or an activist perhaps.
Find a career I enjoy and presue it. Start a family and adopt a child. Make a change for the positive in the world. Persue
further education as well.
get into the MSW program at UW‐Tacoma and work in the field of social work. I want to help others.
Help fix the world in the best way I can by using knowledge I gain during my time here
Human rights advocacy, international politics and law
I am hoping to obtain a double Bachelors. I plan on continuing my work at [state bureau] and would eventually like to teach or
instruct. I will continue my involvement with [youth organization].
I am still unsure but I would like to have the skills necessary to travel to post‐conflict areas of Africa and to help with the
reconstruction of education systems.
I am unsure, but I belive I would like to become a councelor....I would like to help people heal, and help them learn how to
heal themselves
I have no idea. I want to spend time in another country, I want to teach, I want to be a community organizer, and I want to go
to grad school.
I hope to work as a farmer and encourage people to do similar so as to combat the industrial food system.
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Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community (continued)
I plan on applying to graduate school for my Masters in Clinical Psychology, and finding work in the community where I am
involved with an at‐risk population.
I plan on becoming the best teacher I can possibly be. My goal is to reach out to those students that are off track of
graduating that need the assistance and time to get them back on track. And hopefully coach for a varsity team or junior
varsity and work my way up as well as teach.
I plan to travel throughout every continent either working with youth groups in recreational activities or with an
environmental group
I plan to work for the government in an effort to better my country and my family.
I want to get a job that i enjoy helping build policies to protect our environment. I also want to make studies and experiments
on our environment.
I want to use my knowledge that I gained from the Evergreen Stage College to bring people together from different cultural
backgrounds. I also would like to emphasize on preserving my heritage and culture through creative and expressive art in
communities.
I will hopefully have gained the experience and skills to be able to find the best avenue for me to contribute to the health of
my community and the efficient use of our natural resources.
I would help integrate civilizations into the ecosystem they inhabit.
live, love, learn "make the world a better place"
Not sure yet, possibly the Peace Corps or a similar program // Community service projects, traveling, environmental
education
Open numerous businesses to revitalize the earth and support a permaculture institute
Reinforce the importance of a enviromental shift in the way objects are disposed.
save the world
To continue use the knowledge and skills that I have developed in support of a healthy community and environment.
Transfer to a graduate program, receive a MS in counseling and help our Veterans with PTSD and/or depression/personality
disorders.
Travel and study traditional forms of agriculture. Then translate this knowledge into the designing of models that can be used
to make commercial agriculture more sustainable for modern society.
Travel for one year before working full time. volunteer abroad.
Travel, volunteer, work, live.
Use my degree, and the knowledge from the fields Ive studies, to get a job with Noah, or a Zoo, or a Animal Conservation
nonprofit (snowleopards, african wild dogs, etc). Ideally I would be contributing to the community and to a animal species
survival. Working w local communities to further conservation work is very important to me.
Work @ a non‐profit, educational or other human service related agency/ office. Write books. Pursue masters. Open my own
agency. Teach adults.
Work at making the built environment better for the environment, people and community.
Work in local or state government, possibly in the education setting. // Work in government to make changes for the better of
the community
Working with communities and organizations to better our planet, people and understand of our environment
Travel
After Evergreen, graduate school. After that, travel, but not sure.
Continue my studies in a graduate program at another school, hopefully abroad. I plan on using my skills that Evergreen has
supplied in life and future studies.
Continue onto my masters or go [overseas] to get another degree.
Get a job and travel
Getting a job of my choice. NEVER bartending again! TRAVEL!!
Graduate school, travel abroad
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Travel (continued)
Hopefully travel and volunteer to gain more knowledge and experience in my field. Then working hard to apply my expertise
and pay off student loans as quickly as possible! Once I am relieved of my education debts, I will begin to explore to
possibilities of running my own business.
I am still unsure but I would like to have the skills necessary to travel to post‐conflict areas of Africa and to help with the
reconstruction of education systems.
I have no idea. I want to spend time in another country, I want to teach, I want to be a community organizer, and I want to go
to grad school.
I plan on travelling and learning Arabic in every Middle Eastern country possible.
I plan to continue to study for a masters degree in agriculture and then work internationally doing agricultural extension and
food security work.
I plan to either join the Peace Corps teaching overseas or join Teach for America. I then plan to pursue my Doctorate in [social
sciences] so I may contribute to the development of multicultural pedagogy.
I plan to travel throughout every continent either working with youth groups in recreational activities or with an
environmental group
I plan to travel, begin Graduate School, possibly become a Senator.
Living, Learning, Traveling
Move to california and start a business. Travel the world.
Not sure yet, possibly the Peace Corps or a similar program // Community service projects, traveling, environmental
education
Not sure. I see myself doing one of two things (although I am aware that new paths may reveal themselves along the way):
working for a bit to save money to travel Europe, Africa, and SE Asia; or immediately continuing on to earn a masters at
[graduate school].
Study abroad/ Travel
Study animals, Travel, Make art, work on saving up for my own commune
Travel [n=2]
Travel and farm.
Travel and hopeful get a job that I love
Travel and study traditional forms of agriculture. Then translate this knowledge into the designing of models that can be used
to make commercial agriculture more sustainable for modern society.
Travel for a few years, then become an English teacher for upper level high school.
Travel for one year before working full time. volunteer abroad.
Travel the world as a photographer capturing nature and life on film.
Travel to Russia, perhaps study there
Travel, nature connection work
Travel, volunteer, work, live.
Travel, work, explore...
travel. lots and lots of travel. as wade davis once said," the world can only appear monochromatic to those who insist on
perceiving the world through a single cultural lens, their own." The world is ozing with diversity, and it is my intent to embody
Undecided, but would like to do a lot of traveling before settling down.
Creative Endeavors
Change the world! Write books, research, help people & planet
Continue into Graduate school; teach; write. // Either teach at university level or apply to Rabbinical school
create
Farm and teach ecstatic dance. Sell crafts that I and my friends make under a collective business plan.
Have my own art exhibition and work in a gallery full/part time.
I plan to divide my time among art, music, and botany. I would like to go to graduate school, but I think that, after working
and going to school for seven years, I might want to take a little time off.
I plan to get a career in the field I choose, start a band, make a family, and be happy.
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Creative Endeavors (continued)
I plan to go to graduate school after receiving my BA, and I also plan on submitting a novel for publication as well as having
screenplays produced.
I want to use my knowledge that I gained from the Evergreen Stage College to bring people together from different cultural
backgrounds. I also would like to emphasize on preserving my heritage and culture through creative and expressive art in
communities.
My plan is to get a Masters in Fine Art so that I can teach at the college level while selling art through one or more top level
galleries.
Perform and teach dance and theatre
Publish literature.
Study animals, Travel, Make art, work on saving up for my own commune
Travel the world as a photographer capturing nature and life on film.
undecided. probably get a job on a fiber farm, or find somewhere to develop my art more.
Work @ a non‐profit, educational or other human service related agency/ office. Write books. Pursue masters. Open my own
agency. Teach adults.
Write and illustrate a book of short stories. Write a screenplay. Create beautiful artwork.
Live, Be Happy
Be a good dad and make ends meet hopefully doing meaningful broadscale design work...and riding bikes.
Be gainfully employed in a career that is rewarding, personally satisfying, and contribute to the community at large.
be good/ Stuff. That's not very helpful, but it's all very vague at this point
Get a job, live, figure the rest out as I spend time at Evergreen
I plan to get a career in the field I choose, start a band, make a family, and be happy.
live, love, learn "make the world a better place"
Live.
Living, Learning, Traveling
Not one hundred percent positive. I just want to give whatever it is my all, and be happy.
smile
Travel, volunteer, work, live.
Work, family, buy a house
Volunteer ‐ all sub‐categories included
Apply to graduate school or volun. physician's assistant program
Depending on the state of the economy, as well as the accessibility of state jobs, I may or may not apply for a position with
the DNR or other places where environmental studies and geology principles may apply. I am also considering Ameri Corps.
Hopefully travel and volunteer to gain more knowledge and experience in my field. Then working hard to apply my expertise
and pay off student loans as quickly as possible! Once I am relieved of my education debts, I will begin to explore to
possibilities of running my own business.
I plan on joining the peace corps for 2‐4 years then furthering my education by getting a Masters in Environmental Studies.
I plan to either join the Peace Corps teaching overseas or join Teach for America. I then plan to pursue my Doctorate in [social
sciences] so I may contribute to the development of multicultural pedagogy.
Join the Peace Corps
Join the Peace Corps and work in small farm management. I then want to work in the USDA to promote organic and
sustainable agriculture, including destroying feedlot livestock, fossil fuel, and monoculture farming.
Not sure yet, possibly the Peace Corps or a similar program // Community service projects, traveling, environmental
education
Not sure...maybe TeachForAmerica
work a couple of years as a paramedic, hopefully with the peace core, before continuing on to medical/graduate school.
Working in government or non‐profit organizations. ‐possibly spending time in Americorps or Peacecorps directly after
college
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Volunteer for a Public Service Organization
Depending on the state of the economy, as well as the accessibility of state jobs, I may or may not apply for a position with
the DNR or other places where environmental studies and geology principles may apply. I am also considering Ameri Corps.
I plan on joining the peace corps for 2‐4 years then furthering my education by getting a Masters in Environmental Studies.
I plan to either join the Peace Corps teaching overseas or join Teach for America. I then plan to pursue my Doctorate in [social
sciences] so I may contribute to the development of multicultural pedagogy.
Join the Peace Corps
Join the Peace Corps and work in small farm management. I then want to work in the USDA to promote organic and
sustainable agriculture, including destroying feedlot livestock, fossil fuel, and monoculture farming.
Not sure yet, possibly the Peace Corps or a similar program // Community service projects, traveling, environmental
education
Not sure...maybe TeachForAmerica
work a couple of years as a paramedic, hopefully with the peace core, before continuing on to medical/graduate school.
Working in government or non‐profit organizations. ‐possibly spending time in Americorps or Peacecorps directly after
college
Improve life situation
After I graduate college I plan to start my career so I can provide for my family. I have [a family] and it is important for them
to see me get my college degree and succeed in the world for them. // Make more money to help contribute to my family. by
having a career as soon as I can.
Be a good dad and make ends meet hopefully doing meaningful broadscale design work...and riding bikes.
Educate my daughter. :)
Getting a job of my choice. NEVER bartending again! TRAVEL!!
Go on to obtaining my Master's Degree and providing a life for my daughter that I know she deserves.
I currently hold an Admin Asst position. I'd like to combine my position with a greater [...] responsibilities.
I plan to be a more informed and pre individual with more job opportunities
I plan to be in a good career. Something respectable. And to have a great future for my son and I.
I plan to work for the government in an effort to better my country and my family.
I want to not have to work at a 9‐5
If plausible, continue on to earn my masters degree..if that is not financially possible, than I would at least like to be able to
move toward a more fulfilling profession than the one I am currently in.
Move
going back [overseas]
Move and continue education
Move to california and start a business. Travel the world.
Move to Europe and continue Post secondary Education there, and intercultural studies.
Move to L.A. // not sure
Start a Family
further education as well.
I plan to get a career in the field I choose, start a band, make a family, and be happy.
Work or be a stay at home parent
Work, family, buy a house
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Other
Be amazing.
Continue my research to support family‐scale value‐added farm production.
go to the mountains
I have very loose plans/goals to start a community urban farm in Seattle.
I knew a guy who referred to death as "graduation". // Enter the literary realm with a vengeance.
I'll be starting next month for Summer
Study animals, Travel, Make art, work on saving up for my own commune
Unknown
?
Don't know yet. ;]
study.
I am not sure. I hope more options will be made clear while I am continuing my education.
I am undecided.
I don't know [n=4]
i dont know i have too many options!
I don't know I want to do too many things
I have...plans
I honestly don't know right now. I'm hoping that studying at Evergreen will help me figure that out.
I plan to be inspired during my studies on what to do after I graduate.
I'm not sure. [n=2]
Move to L.A. // not sure
No Idea. [n=2]
Not one hundred percent positive. I just want to give whatever it is my all, and be happy.
Not Sure
Not sure at this point in time
Not sure yet.
Not Sure. : )
Only time can tell.
that has yet to be decided
Undecided
Unknown.
Unsure
What i learn will inform my plans
Whatever God wants me to.searching an walking this out a day at a time to see how my above list comes together.
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